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Spatially-explicit forecasting of racial change1

Tomasz f. Stepinski1 !2

Space Informatics Lab, Department of Geography and GIS, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,3

OH, USA4

Anna Dmowska !5

Institute of Geoecology and Geoinformation, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland6

Abstract7

Spatio-racial distributions in major US cities change on the timescale of a single decade. Here we8

describe a methodology to forecast such changes a decade ahead. First, we transform the data from9

population counts to a grid of categorical population types. Then, we build an empirical model10

of past change using supervised machine learning and extrapolate it into the future to make a11

prediction. The model uses only statistics of population categories as features, there are no ancillary12

variables. To account for the non-stationarity of the change we use a synthetic training dataset13

based on past transitions and estimated future frequencies of these transitions. The methodology is14

described and validated by training a model on 1990-2000 data and using it to predict spatio-racial15

distributions in 2010. This prediction is then compared to the actual spatio-racial 2010 distribution.16

We have found that a highly accurate model of change can be constructed using this methodology.17

Extrapolating such models to the future results in some loss of accuracy, but the method still yields18

satisfactory predictions.19

1 Introduction26

Demographic predictions help to plan for the future and provide a priori information on a27

variety of problems to decision-makers and other stakeholders. Predictions at the country28

level, broken down by age and sex, are published by the UN every two years. For the US29

there are also county-level predictions by age, sex, and race [4]. Predictions on a small scale30

- called spatially-explicit predictions (SEP) have also been published [11, 7, 18]. SEPs for31

population counts and racial composition are important because they can inform and affect32

local socioeconomic planning [14]. In particular, spatially-specific predictions of racial change33

could be used for informed allocation of educational, housing, and transportation resources34

[16, 1, 17].35

To address this issue we have developed an empirical SEP methodology for forecasting36

future racial spatial distribution using supervised machine learning [15]. Racial geography in37

a multiracial city is best conceptualized by the spatio-temporal racial probability distribution38

(STRD) p(x, y, r; t), where x and y are spatial coordinates, r is a race variable, and t is a time.39

Because STRD is complex and difficult to work with, we transform STRD from the point40

pattern to the raster of small areal units. Furthermore, we classify these units into a finite41

number of population categories based on within-the-unit racial shares. Such approximation42
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preserves information about local diversity but loses information about population density;43

the STRD becomes a racial map - a raster of categorical values. As such, its form resembles44

the form of land cover maps, a domain where change forecasting has been done for decades.45

Although our method is inspired by land change methods [9, 12, 13], it uses a novel technical46

approach appropriate for our context.47

The basic concept is to “learn” SEP model data from two consecutive census years in the48

past and apply this model to predict racial distribution for the upcoming census year. We49

use only statistics of the racial data as learning “features”. No ancillary (“change drivers”)50

variables are used. Observation of a trend of racial change in major US cities over several51

decades indicates that forecasting can be made without resorting to driver variables. Based52

on this observation we postulate that the category of a focus unit in the next census year53

depends on its present category and on statistics of other units’ categories in its neighborhood.54

The specific function that assigns the future category of the focus unit is learned using a55

machine learning algorithm. This function is an empirical model of racial change in a given56

decade. Assuming that the next decade has racial dynamics similar to that in the decade57

used to learn the model, the model can be used for forecasting. Finally, we use a synthetic58

training dataset to account for the non-stationarity of change dynamics. Results are shown59

for Cook County, IL which includes the city of Chicago.60

2 Data and Methods61

The input data are 300 m resolution racial grids covering Cook County in 1990, 2000,62

and 2010 – the result of regridding finer 30 m resolution grids provided by SocScape63

(http://www.socscape.edu.pl); see [2] for the description. We use gridded data for computa-64

tional convenience. We consider five subpopulations: White, Black, Asian, Hispanics, and65

others. Grid cells – our areal units – are not necessarily racially homogeneous. Therefore,we66

have classified them into 11 population categories [5]: (White, low diversity (WL), Black,67

low diversity (BL), Hispanics, low diversity (HL), Asian, low diversity (AL), others, low68

diversity OL, White, medium diversity (WM), Black, medium diversity (BM), Hispanics,69

medium diversity (HM), Asian, medium diversity (AM), others, medium diversity (OM),70

high diversity (Hdiv)).71

An artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm is used to build a model of racial change.72

We use the architecture called the Self-Normalizing Net (SNN) [8]. Features are shares of73

cells’ categories in the neighborhood of a focus areal unit in the proceeding year and a target74

is a category of this unit in the succeeding year. Training data are records for each unit,75

each record consists of values of features and a value of a target. Passing training data for all76

areal units through training constitutes one round. Training a model over multiple rounds77

increases its accuracy as measured on the basis of the performance on the training set. To78

prevent overfitting the algorithm monitors the performance of a model over the rounds on79

a held-out validation dataset. The algorithm stops rounds when the performance on the80

validation set stops improving. For our calculations, we used implementations of the SNN81

algorithm in the Wolfram Research Mathematica [10].82

To account for changes in racial dynamics and improve the quality of forecasting we83

introduce a synthetic training set. Different racial dynamic does not necessarily mean84

different features → target records (transitions) but it means different frequencies of these85

transitions. Thus, the synthetic training dataset uses past transition records but with their86

frequencies estimated for transition ending in the year of prediction. First, we estimate the87

composition of categories in a year of prediction using the linear extrapolation from 1990 and88
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2000 compositions. Next, we estimate the number of transitions during the prediction decade89

using the Maximum Entropy Principle (MaxEnt) [6]. We used the function FindMaximum90

in the Wolfram Research Mathematica [10] to solve the constrained maximization problem91

required by the MaxEnt.92
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Figure 1 Changes in values of cells’ categories between 2000 and 2010; actual changes (upper
row) and change prediction by the SNN⋆

1→2 model (lower row). Light blue color indicates cells that
did not change their category between 2000 and 2010.

3 Results93

We calculated three different models, all for Cook County, IL. The SNN2→3 is a model94

trained on 2000 and 2010 data and applied to 2000 data to predict racial distribution in 2010.95

The role of this model is to check whether our principle of racial change, as stated in the96

Introduction, can translate into an accurate model of racial change. Its classification accuracy97

is 0.82 and the visual inspection indicates that predicted and actual racial maps in 2010 are98

practically indistinguishable which validates the principle of change. The SNN1→2 is a model99

trained on 1990 and 2000 data and applied to 2000 data to predict racial distribution in 2010.100

This model extrapolates the racial dynamics from the 1990-2000 decade into 2000-2010 decade.101

Its classification accuracy is 0.64; the visual inspection reveals noticeable differences between102

predicted and actual racial maps in 2010. This is because the racial dynamics has changed103

and extrapolation alone cannot account for all changes. The SNN⋆
1→2 model is trained104

on the synthetic dataset (that uses 1990-2000 transition records and 2000-2010 transition105

frequencies) to predict racial distribution in 2010. The classification accuracy is 0.63 (no106

improvement over the SNN1→2 model) but the visual inspection shows significantly more107

similarity between predicted and actual racial maps in 2010 than in the case of the SNN1→2108

model. Note that classification accuracy is a non-spatial index and two predictions with the109
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same values of classification accuracy can show different patterns. In the case of SNN⋆
1→2110

inaccuracies are distributed among predominantly randomly located cells. Therefore, if we111

smooth predicted and actual maps the prediction accuracy of this model increases to 0.79.112

Figure 1 shows the 2000-2010 change prediction obtained using the SNN⋆
1→2 model and113

its comparison to to the actual 2000-2010 change. The change is shown using two maps,114

one for 2000 and one for 2010; only cells that changed are shown. Pairs of maps having115

the original (300 m) and smoothed (3 km) resolution is shown. The overall character of116

change is best assessed from smoothed maps. Comparing predicted change (lower row in117

Figure 1) with the actual change (upper row) we observe a good agreement. The prediction118

overestimates the amount of change in the lower-left corner of the county and in few small119

areas across the county. However, overall, the SNN⋆
1→2 model yields a useful, actionable120

prediction.121

4 Conclusions122

The presented methodology forecasts change in racial geography of US cities a decade123

ahead. The method relies on transforming census population counts data into a categorical124

raster. In this new form the data resembles land use/cover data and its change can be125

foretasted using a method similar to those developed for land change forecasting. They126

are two differences between our method and those most used for land change, we don’t use127

drivers (ancillary variables) and we handle non-stationarity differently. Our model uses only128

categorical racial maps data from two previous census years to predict a categorical racial129

map in the forthcoming census year. This is sufficient for this problem. In land change130

methods a non-stationarity is handled by using the projected abundance of land categories131

(this is what we do as well) followed by cell allocations. An algorithm assigns category to each132

cell in such a way as to optimize the global solution with respect to probabilities obtained133

from stationary forecasting. Greedy optimization algorithm is used to make a problem134

computationally tractable. We have tested this approach on racial data and obtained a135

forecast very similar to that yielded by our synthetic training dataset approach but at the136

higher computational cost.137

An advantage of our method is its simplicity. The method is a straightforward temporal138

extrapolation from the past data in a manner that does not require any prior knowledge139

about the future (linear extrapolation is used to estimate abundances of categories in the140

predicted year). It also does not require a theory detailing the process that drives the change.141

This is a crucial advantage, because, currently, there is no viable and falsifiable theory of142

racial change on the local scale. Another advantage is a low barrier to using our method.143

The input data of racial classification into 11 categories for 1990, 2000, and 2010 and all144

conterminous US by county or by a metropolitan area is available for download from SocScape145

at http://socscape.edu.pl. This dataset will be extended to 2020 once block-level data from146

the 2020 Census become available. To make a prediction one needs to get the data for a147

region of interest (a region does not have to be a whole county or to be restricted to multiple148

neighboring counties) and to follow a procedure here. Although we used Mathematica for our149

calculations, two key functions, NetModel (for training the SNN model) and FindMaximum150

(for the constrained maximization) have equivalents in other computational packages. The151

main limitation of our model is the way it handles non-stationarity, and, in particular, the152

fact that we use linear extrapolation to estimate abundances of cells categories in the future.153

There already exist good estimation of abundance of different racial subpopulations in future154

years. One way to improve the current method would be to transform future estimations of155
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subpopulation abundances into estimation of population category abundances.156
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Figure 2 Predictions for the Cook County in 2020. (Left) Actual smoothed maps of racial maps
in 2010 (actual data) and 2020 (SNN⋆

2→3 model prediction). (Right) Changes in values of cells’
categories between 2010 and 2020; light blue color indicates cells that did not change their category
between 2010 and 2020.

We also present our prediction for Cook County in 2020 (although 2020 is already in the157

past, the 2020 Census block-level data are still not available). For this we use the SNN⋆
2→3158

model trained on the synthetic dataset (that uses 2000-2010 transition records and 2010-2020159

transition frequencies) to predict racial distribution in 2020. Figure 2 shows the prediction.160

The change is shown using two maps, one for 2000 and one for 2010; only smoothed maps161

are shown. The pair of maps on the left shows racial distributions in Cook County in 2010162

and 2020. The pair of maps on the right show the change between 2010 and 2020. It can163

be observed that the changes are located on the boundaries between population types. The164

dominant change is the expansion of WM area (yellow) at the expense of the WL area165

(orange). In the southern part of the county, the BM area (light green) replaces WM area166

(yellow). In the middle of the county we predict an expansion of Hispanic population in the167

western direction, the WM area is replaced by the HM areas, and, immediately to the east,168

the HN area is replaced by the HL area. Once 2020 Census block-level data are published169

this predictions can be checked against the actual data.170

Finally, we note that our approach to spatially-explicit forecasting of racial change is very171

different from the recently published approach [3] that aims at addressing a similar problem.172

Georgati and Keßler paper also aims at spatially-explicit population forecasting including173

forecasting of future distribution of different migrants groups (in Copenhagen, Denmark),174

but attempts to achieve this by machine-learned (Convolutional Neural Network) regression175

model using a large set of ancillary data and direct, historical population counts. Once the176

two models mature it would be interesting to compare their corresponding advantages and177

disadvantages.178
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